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The present status of composite models in particle physics is reviewed with
emphasis on the minimal composite model. The subjects to discuss include
1) minimal composite model, 2) generations, 3) mass spectrum and
4) Miyazawa's SUSY and Nambu's SUSY.

1. INTRODUCTION

As we all know, there exist at least thirty-six "fundamental" particles.

More specifically, there are at least twenty-four "fundamental" fermions

including six flavors of leptons, three generations of neutrinos (v , v , v )

and three generations of charged leptons (e, u> T ) > and six flavors and three

colors of quarks, three generations and three colors of up-like quarks (u.,

c , t.) and three generations and three colors of down-like ones (d , s , b )

(where i=l,2,3)"although the existence of the top quark is yet to be estab-

lished. Now we also know that there are at least twelve gauge bosons

including the photon (y), the neutral weak boson (Z), the charged ones (W ),

and the eight gluons (G ) (where a=l-8). Moreover, the existence of Higgs

scalars (<j>) is assumed in the standard model of Glashow-Salam-Weinberg for

electroweak interactions. These "fundamental" particles are listed in Table

1. I hope you all agree with me at the point that there are too many

"fundamental" particles and that there must exist subquarks, the more

fundamental particles.

We should also notice that

there are at least nineteen

"fundamental" (dynamical)

parameters in the standard

model. They include

"fundamental" fermion masses,

at least three charged lepton

masses (m , m , m ), even if

all the neutrino masses (m ,

, mv ) are assumed to
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* A talk presented at the International Symposium on Particle and Nuclear
Physics, Beijing, 2-7 September, 1985, to be published in the Proceedings,
edited by Hu Ning and Wu Chong-Shi.
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masses (m , m , m ; m,, m , m, ), and quark mixing matrix elements (U where m
u e L a s D mn

= u, c, t, ••• and n = d, s, b, •••) whose number of independent degrees of
2

freedom is at least four (in general (N-l) for N generations of quarks).

They also include at least one gauge boson mass, either one of m^+ and m7

since nL± = m cos6 , even if all.the other gauge boson masses (in,, m a , •-• )

are assumed to vanish, and at least one Higgs scalar mass (m^). In addition,

there are at least three gauge coupling constants, f for quantum chromo-

dynamics (QCD) of SU(3) and (g,g') for quantum flavor dynamics (QFD) of

SU(2)wxU(l) where the weak mixing angle is defiend by tanG - g'/g. Further-

more, there is at least one independent Higgs scalar coupling constant (A).

These "fundamental" (dynamical) parameters are listed in Table 2. I hope you

all agree again at the point that

there are too many

"fundamental" (dynamical)

parameters and that there must

exist the more fundamental

dynamics.

This situation was present

already in 1976:2)

In this talk, I shall review

the present status of composite

models in particle physics with

emphasis on the minimal

composite model and show how

these too many "fundamental"

particles are made of the more

fundamental particles and how

these too many "fundamental"

(dynamical) parameters are

determined by the more

fundamental dynamics.

Table
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g' (tan8w = g'/g)

2. MINIMAL COMPOSITE MODEL

Let us introduce the minimal composite model of quarks and leptons as a

standard of reference. It consists of an iso-doublet of spinor subquarks, w
a

(a=l,2) called "wakems" (meaning weak and electromagnetic), and a color-

quartet of scalar subquarks, Ca (a = 0,1,2,3) called "chroms" (meaning color).

The quantum numbers of these subquarks listed in Table 3 satisfy not only the

Nishijima-Gell-Mann rule of



but also the "neutrality relations" of

£Q = 2Q = 0 .
w C

The simplest composite states of

subquarks contain the "fundamental"

bosons,

wl

W2

co
Ci

Table 3.

(i-1,2,3)

Subquarks and
their quantum numbers

I3 B

+1/2

-1/2

+1/3

L Q

+1/2

-1/2

+1 -1/2

+1/6

and the "fundamental" fermions in the first generation,

f - w C
act a a

Among the fundamental bosons, the familiar gauge bosons are more specifi-

cally given by

W = w.-v w, , W » W. TY w.
p 2L')i 1L \i lL'y 2L

y 2 2 1 ji 1 2 2 p 2 -

3

Ĵ  -
, ~ 2 W2LY

U
W2!

1 -

Zu - 4 (l
3/5 ,1 -

io 4 I

- sinewBu) and

These "field-current identities" necessarily reproduce the following Georgi-

Glashow relations for the weak mixing angle and the gauge coupling constants

without depending on their grand unification assumption:
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sln2ew - Z(I3)
2/i;Q2 = (l/2)/(4/3) = 3/8

and f2/g2 = £(I3)
2/tr(AA/2)2 = (l/2)/(l/2) = 1.

It seems more than a mere coincidence that these relations give the same

values both in the standard quark-lepton model and in the minimal composite

model. This particular "duality" is caused by the same degrees of freedom due

to the four wakeras, w and w g R (a=l,2), and the four chroms, Ca (a=0,1,2,3).

The composite Higgs scalars are also made of a subquark-antisubquark pair as

*a " W2RWaL etC*

3. GENERATIONS

The existence of quark-lepton generations remains as one of the most

misterious misteries in particle physics. As emphasized many times, there are

at least three possible ways to explain it.

3.1. "Hakems"
2)

As in our original spinor-subquark model, let us assume that there exist

an additional type of N spinor subquarks, h (n«l,2,3,*•,N) called "hakams"

(meaning horizontal). In this case, the scalar chroms (C for n=l-N and a=0,
net

1,2,3) in the minimal composite model can be taken as di-subquark states
( h C ) provided that the latter chroms (C ) are also spinor. The composite
n a oi

quarks and leptons are then made of three spinor subquarks as

f - w h C .
naa a n a

Since a hakam is shared by quarks and leptons, lepton-mixing is similar to

quark-mixing. This can be tested by neutrino-oscillation experiments although

no definite evidence for the oscillation has been reported.

3.2. Excited states

The second possibility for the origin of generations is that the higher

generations of quarks and leptons can be taken as excited states whose ground

state belongs to the first generation as

fL - (wC), f2 - (wC)\ f3 - (wC)".--- .

If this is the case, the origin of quark-mixing is very transparent. The

hadronic weak charged current which had been written in terms of hadrons and

which has been written in terms of quarks can be written most fundamentally in



terms of wakems as

G 8V
 G 8V

" V,i ( 1~ Y5 ) w2 *

The quark-mixing matrix can be taken as the expectation value of this subquark

current sandwiched between the composite quark states as

<u |W,Y w_|d > - U u v d •
m1 1 u 21 n mn m'u n

By using the aJgebra of subquark current, the unitarity of the quark-mixing

matrix can be demonstrated very easily. Furthermore, if the isospin breaking

is perturbative, the matrix elements can be calculated to be

<u I H J U > <d |HT|d >
„ m' I' n . w I1 n . ,
U = + for m t n ,
mn m —m m. -n,

u u d d
m n n m

which indicates the anti-henniticity relation of

U - -U
mn nm

This agrees with the experimental data which show

U 2< 0.225 and U . * -0.23 etc.
us cd

It also indicates

|U . I & (m /m.)|U I 3f 0.007^0.02,
1 CD1 S D ' US'

which is to be compared with the data of | U , | i 0.059. Furthermore, if the

matrix elements of the perturbative Hamiltonian (H ) between quark states

whose generation difference is larger than one vanish, which may likely happen

due to some quantum number conservation, the quark mixing matrix elements U ,

and U , can appear as the second order perturbative effects and can be related

to the other elements as
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v |
UD

U J
CD

0.0017x0.0050

and u 1 Uu I Ucb' • °- 0 1 3'td1 'us 1 ' cb

The first relation is consistent with the experimental upper bound of | U |^

0.0082 and the second can be checked by future experiments.

3.3. Combinations

The third possibility is that there are more than one composite states of

subquarks which have the same quantum numbers as a quark or a lepton. In the

minimal composite model, an infinite series of

(1> wC, (2> wwwC, f<3> «wC +cV,

are all candidates for real quarks and leptons. This picture of generations

seems closely related to the nobel idea of Miyazawa's "hypersymmetry" in

which an infinite number of composite states carrying different particle

numbers form a generation multiplet.

In this picture, quark mixing occurs due to the "condensation" of multi-

subquark states, (wwww) and (CCCC). If this is the case and if the first,

second and third generation of quarks and leptons, f., f_ and f_, are

identified with f*1^, f ^ or f ^ and f^4\ respectively, the quark mixing

matrix should have the structure of

en/2

1-

1-

en/2 •

e
1-

-n
•

which indicates the relations of

U - -U ,, U , - -U and
us cd cb ts

U , - U . - U U . /2 2; 0.0066.
ub td us cb

The first relation agrees with the experimental data while the last one is

consistent with the experimental upper bound of I U , I •£ 0.0082.



It should be also noticed that in this picture of the third generation a

lepton isodoublet of (v , x) are made of the same contents of subquarks as a

baryon isodoublet of (n, p)! They differ from each other only in dynamical

configurations. From this viewpoint, it may not be a mere accident that the

average masses of these isodoublets almost coincide, i.e.

1781 MeV £ m +m £ 1860 MeV 2J m- + m- = 1878 MeV ,V
T
 T up

although this sum rule has not yet been derived from this picture.

4. MASS SPECTRUM

How to explain the existing mass spectrum of quarks and leptons is no doubt

the most difficult and challenging problem not only in composite models but

also in particle physics in general. By glancing at the face values of the

observed quark and lepton masses,

v e
e

u

d

U

c

s

VT
I

t

b

<33eV <0.5MeV <70MeV

0.511MeV 106MeV 1.78GeV

4-5 MeV 1.2GeV >25GeV

8-9 MeV 0.15GeV 5GeV,

0
0
0
0

0
1

12
3

0
16

192
48

I cannot invent no other simple empirical mass formula than

0 0 0
: m u i ID a 0 106MeV 1.70GeV

(B-L) P 0 12 192 0 1.27GeV 2O.3GeV
0 0.32Gev 5.1GeV

This formula, whose agreement with the experimental data is unsatisfactory

especially for m and m , is yet very suggestive, illustrating the following
s c

characteristic properties of the mass spectrum: 1) the electrically neutral

fermions, neutrinos, have vanishing or extremely small masses, 2) the up quark

is lighter than the down one but the up-like quark in the second or third

generation (c or t) is heavier than the corresponding down-like one (s or b)

and 3) the mass ratio of the second generation to the first one is about 200

while that of the third to the second is about 20. Concerning the property

1) arises a naive question, "Which comes first, the neutrality or the

masslessness?". It is trivial that a neutral particle is not necessarily

massless. However, a massless particle seems to be necessarily neutral. Try

to prove this theorem!
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Concerning the overall property of the mass spectrum, a more serious

question is often asked. Why are the masses of composite quarks and leptons

much smaller than their size inverses? More precisely, why are the masses of

the existing quarks and leptons much smaller than those of the weak bosons, W*

and Z? To answer this question, there have been proposed the two pictures in

which quarks and leptons are taken

as 1) almost chiral fermions ' and

2) almost ' or quasi' -Nambu-

Goldstone fermions. However, there

have been proposed very few pictures

for explaining the mass hierarchy
81

lying in the generations. In the

picture 3.2 for generation, the mass

hierarchy is totally due to the

unknown subquark dynamics while in

the picture 3.3, it may be partially

due to different numbers of

subquarks. Also worth noticing is

that the latter picture may explain

the previously mentioned

characteristic property of the mass

spectrum 2) since quarks in the

first generation contain a wakem but

those in the second and third generations contain three antiwakems. In any

case, much more investigation should be made before this picture becomes

subject for evaluation.

Table 4

v u.

e d,
i

- wh.C

or

wC

W* * ww

Ga = C+C

. Composite
particles

V c

i

- wh.C

or

(wC)1

or

irowC/wC C C

'fundamental"

y •-

T bi

« wh 3C '••

or

(wC)"

or

t t t
wwwC C C

Y.Z = ww/C C

(<j> = ww)

5. MIYAZAWA'S SUSY AND NAMBU'S SUSY
g)

The original form of supersymmetry a la Miyazawa may be respected approx-

imately in the minimal composite model where composite fermions are made of a

spinor wakem and a scalar chrom and composite bosons are made of a subquark-

antisubquark pair. The relations between the masses of composite fermions and

those of composite bosons such as

92GeV

where m is the Higgs scalar mass and N f is the total number of quarks and

leptons, may be taken as a manifestation of the approximate supersymmetry

although they have been derived originally from a dynamical model of the



Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type
2)

Recently, a new type of supersymmetry lying

between constituent fermions and composite bosons has been emphasized and

extensively discussed by Nambu. The relation between the masses of wakems

and those of composite Higgs scalars such as

m ^ r m : su
2 20 : 1 : 2 or n t + n u 2

Am

or more precisely

92GeV]

may be taken as a consequence of the supersymmetry a la Nambu.

6. CONCLUSION

I have tried not to assume

any particular model for the

unknown subquark dynamics

although a viable candidate for

it is quantum subchrono-

dynamics, described by the

Yang-Mills gauge theory of

subcolor SU(4) . Yet, I have
sc

tried to demonstrate how too

many "fundamental" particles

are made of the more

fundamental particles and how

too many "fundamental"

(dynamical) parameters are

related with each other. These

results are summarized in

Tables 4 and 5. In conclusion,

I would like to emphasize that

much more effort should be

devoted to the simple,

beautiful and working

hypotheses of composite

"fundamental" particles,

perhaps only a right track in

particle physics.

Table 5. Relations between "fundamental"
(dynamical) parameters

Em..

1/2

1/2

k2
2-, 1/2

nf _2

/3
- — B.i i 92GeV

Em _2

/3
- — myt i 92GeV

U ., |U .cd ' cb
m
-£|u
V u

U , IubI

U .
cb

m
— IUm ! u
c

IU . I
cb'

2' us cb'

cs td
-v- lU= ' u U . Icb' etc.

f 2/ g
2
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